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Systems biology, neuroscience and other disciplines in biology rely increasingly on computer simulations to
study the properties of models of biological systems, ranging from molecular processes via whole organs to the
complete human physiome. This raises the issue of how reliable these computer simulations are as a scientific tool.
In our own field, computational neuroscience, most colleagues agree that published results based on simulations
cannot be replicated in many cases, often not even by their original authors. Scientists in other fields have come to
similar conclusions: “The vast body of results being generated by current computational science practice suffer a
large and growing credibility gap: it is impossible to verify most of the computational results shown in conferences
and papers” [1]. In at least one case, and innocent software error forced the retraction of several high-profile
publications [2], and several authors have pointed out that many computational scientists lack even basic software
engineering skills [3, 4].

In response to this reliability crisis, several groups have proposed rather technical solutions, namely that all
scientist in a field should use the same, thoroughly tested software [1], and create systems for the seamless
documentation of scientific workflow from the script specifying a simulation model to the final figure appearing
in a journal, and should share the source code of their simulations [5].

In our view, this addresses only the replicability of simulations [6]. While important, reforms that address
replicability only, fall short of the thorough appraisal of models and simulations that computational science needs
in our view. We believe that computational biologists need to focus on reproducibility as least as much as on
replicability [6]. Replicability is the ability to repeatedly—also after a long period of time—generate identical
results from a simulation. Trivial as this may sound, it is challenging in practice, as simulations scripts and
software are under constant development, and few scientists diligently record and preserve all versions of their
code.

Reproducibility, in contrast, entails that Bob can read Alice’s paper, build his own mental model, implement
it independently, and obtain results in agreement with Alice’s. Only if Bob successfully—and independently—
reproduces Alice’s result, can the scientific community be assured that the model described in Alice’s paper
is indeed complete, in the sense that the description contains all information required to yield the reported
results. We are aware of at least one rather well-known paper in computational neuroscience in which the results
depended crucially on what the authors apparently considered an insignificant implementation detail. This fact
went unnoticed for close to a decade.

Computational biology will benefit in at least three ways from an increased focus on independent reproducibility:
(i) It will force authors to describe their models more precisely [7] and to reflect more carefully about the borders
between properties of their scientific models and details of the computer implementation. This will make models
more meaningful. (ii) Scientist will need to engineer, test, and validate their simulation and data-analysis software
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more carefully than today, where even irreplicability is shrugged off as one of the dirty secrets of the community.
This in turn will make simulation results more reliable. (iii) Independent implementations of the same model
will almost necessarily yield different results, as different numerical methods, random number sources, etc, are
used. Scientists will thus have to reflect carefully upon the requirements for stating that two implementations
of a model are in agreement (or are not). This reflection may lead to a deeper understanding of the predictive
power of the model, and might even lead to new discoveries: Erwin Schrödinger first developed the theory of
first-passage times in order to resolve conflicting evidence on Millikan’s oil-drop experiment for measuring the
elementary charge [8].
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